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Control Level Indicator

~olstlnol”m’?au’l~~l~~l~~~~~~

“ABC COMPANY’

N A M E C O D E DEPARTMENT

XxXx xxx Al

XxXx x x x Al

xXxX X X X Al

DEPT TOTAL

XxXx X X X A 2

XxXx x x x A 2

x.xXx x x x A 2

DEPT TOTAL

DEPT TOTAL

GRA TOTAL

SALE

xxxx

Lxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xx*

xxxx
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NAME CODE

xxxx

xxxx

xxix

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

n o t e

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

DETOT = Department Total

DITOT = Division Total

GRTOT = Grand Total

DEPT

xxx

xxx

xxx

DIVI

xx

xx

xx

DETOT

xxx xx

xxx xx

DETOT

DITOT

xxx xx

xxx xx

GRTOT

SALE

XXXXXX

XxXxXx

xxxxxx

xxxxxxx

xxxxxx

XXXXXX

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx

XxXxXx

xxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxx
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I. Before the first record is read, the object program prepares and writes any heading information
to be put out on the first page. After the first record has been read, the object program prepares
and writes heading and detail information that is not conditioned on overflow.

2. The object program test for any halt indicators. If any halt indicators are on, the program
branches to item 12.

3. The object program tests for the end-of-file conditions. If the end-of-file condition has
occurred, the program branches to item 13.

4. The object program then reads an input record.

5. All control level indicators and all resulting indicators (specified in columns 19.20 of the
Input Specifications sheet, and with the record just read, the object program uses the record
indentification  code to identify the record. When the identification code matches an ent,ry
on the input sheet, the object program turns on the resulting indicator that has been specified
for the record. When a control-field break occurs, appropriate control-level indicators are
turned on.

6. Next, all total calculations are performed. (This step is bypassed for the initial control break
which is caused by reading the first input record.)

7. Next, all total output records that are not conditioned on overflow are written. (This step,
is also bypassed for the first control break.)

8. The object program tests for the Last Record indicator (LR).  If it is on, the program branches
to item 14.

9. The object program tests for an overflow condition. If an overflow condition has occurrred,
the program branches to item 15,  O&flow  is defined as the condition existing whenever
any of the indicators OA-OG, and OV are on. (This step is also by passed for the first control
break.)

10. The data fields contained in the inut record just read are moved into storage. These fields
are specified by field entries on the Input Specifications sheet.

Il. Any detail calculations are performed,  and processing continues with item I.

12. Program execution is terminated.

13. The Last-Record indicator (LR) is set on and all control-level indicators Ll-L9 are set on
Then the program branches to item 6.

14. Program execution is terminated.

15. If overflow has occurred, total lines, heading records, and detail records (in theat  order)
conditioned by overflow are prepared and written. The program then branches to item 1Oi

A summary of indicators used in RPG can be found in Appendix E. This chart indicates

where the indicator is specified, used, and when it can be turned on or off. This Appendix should

be used in conjunction with the illustration in figure 9-16.
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1. fllSn"l,M~~~  input Record ii~fWW&ti~O

cd. I Card Code E

cd.  2. 4 DEPT

cd.  5. 1 GEN

cd.  s-10 SUB

col. 11-15 INVOICE NO

cd.  16-19 DATE

cd.  20-25 AMOUNT
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